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Hemel Hempstead
Hemel Hempstead Administrative Area
Hemel Hempstead is a large new town situated to the west of the county in the borough of Dacorum, the town
has good transport links and is served by three main arterial routes the M1, A414 and A41 and it is on the
West Coast Main Line with frequent rail services passing through the town between London Euston and the
Midlands.
Because of its geographical location and road network Hemel Hempstead experiences periods of high traffic
flow during peak periods. The Heathrow Airport holding area known as the ‘Bovingdon Stack’ lies just to the
west of the town and is used by a significant number of aircraft on a daily basis.
The town is host to a modern indoor shopping mall, a leisure complex, the Buncefield Oil Terminal, numerous
factory and engineering works and a significant number of companies within the information technology and
telecommunications sector.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents
within Hemel Hempstead’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to
31st March 2018. It also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation
to the number of incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the
table below.

Critical Incident Types

.
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Hemel Hempstead Fire Station
currently has two Fire appliances
and a Decontamination and
Environmental Protection Unit
(DEPU); these resources are
crewed by personnel working the
wholetime duty system.
The Station is located in
Queensway which is close to the
centre of town and is within the
10 minute attendance standard
to all primary risks within its
turnout area.
Dacorum Borough Council has
agreed in its core strategy to
build more than 11,000 new
dwellings
in
the
borough
between 2006 and 2031.
Significantly, 8,800 of these new
dwellings are planned to be built
in an area to the west of Hemel
Hempstead. It is expected that
the first of these future building
projects will be underway by
2021.

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire safety incentives will all
continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the Hemel Hempstead area.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Hemel Hempstead

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total
250

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:
Non-Critical Incidents
Fires in Outdoor Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

200

150

100

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined
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This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each
hour of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015
through to the 31st March 2018.

50

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated
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Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical
incidents have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.

Non-Critical Incidents

This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity
throughout the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises
its resources in response to these types of incidents in the future.
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Summary
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The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur
are between the hours of 08:00 and 23:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of
critical incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 18:00hrs (total of 192).
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The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 17:00 and 19:00hrs with a combined peak
occurring between 12:00 and 22:00hrs.
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In Hemel Hempstead over the three year period, 75% of incidents attended were critical and 25% were non
critical, when carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each
incident attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time
period is considered as part of any future response model.
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Hemel Hempstead

Turnouts and Incidents
Appliance Number

2015-2016
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground

Explanations and Definitions
The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

GH01P1

486

73.52%

175

26.48%

671

GH01P2

414

73.40%

150

26.60%

516

Total

900

73.47%

325

26.53%

1225

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

Appliance Number

2016-2017
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground

GH01P1

531

75.53%

172

24.47%

703

GH01P2

442

75.68%

142

24.32%

584

Total

973

77.07%

314

22.93%

1287

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

Appliance Number

2017-2018
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground
491

75.09%

208

24.91%

835

GH01P2

422

76.65%

159

23.35%

681

Total

1149

75.79%

367

24.21%

1516
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GH01P1

Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional
mobilisations over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include
standbys to other stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on
another stations area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st
March 2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This
data relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

218

239

289

248.7

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

120

147

192

153.0

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

2

3

9

4.7

FIRE CHIMNEY

6

6

3

5.0

FIRE PRIMARY

81

89

91

87.0

FIRE SECONDARY

102

79

111

97.3

RTC

34

39

33

35.3

SPECIAL SERVICE

122

184

214

173.3

VEHICLE FIRES

30

25

31

28.7

Grand Total

715

811

973

833.0

Incidents within Hemel Hempstead
administration area

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when appliances from Hemel Hempstead attend incidents in other locations in
Herts or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.

False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
Summary of incident types attended
The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 1219 or 48.78% followed by
Special service calls at 520 or 20.81% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 553 or 22.13%. RTC’s
equate to 106 or 4.24% and vehicle fires 86 or 3.44%.
69.59% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 10.44% of calls are Primary fires and 11.68%
of calls are secondary fires.

Hemel Hempstead

Firefighting Methodology
Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Hemel
Hempstead Appliances

Explanations and Definitions

GH01P1

GH09P2

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

5

6

1.89%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

0

0

0.00%

Table 1 - Primary Fires

CUTTING AWAY

0

0

0.00%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

13

12

4.30%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

2

2

0.69%

FIXED HOSEREEL

3

4

1.20%

FOAM EXTINGUISHER

0

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

94

92

31.96%

IMMERSED IN WATER

0

0

0.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

44

44

15.12%

NO FIREFIGHTING

86

33.16%

8

5

2.23%

OTHER SMALL MEANS
REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

2

2

0.69%

17

15

5.50%

SMOTHERING

1

1

0.34%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

2

4

1.03%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

5

6

1.89%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

0

0

0.00%

303

279

100.00%

GH01P1

GH09P2

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

5

1.26%

BURNED OUT

6

20

6.55%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0
65

1
149

0.25%

2
15

0.76%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

1
15

NO FIREFIGHTING
OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

12
1

25
0

9.32%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

3

0.76%
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OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

Grand Total

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by
Hemel Hempstead Appliances

HOSEREEL
IMMERSED IN WATER

53.90%
7.56%
0.25%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

3

0.76%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Grand Total

12

62

18.64%

112

285

100.00%

GH01P1

GH09P2

Percentage

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Hemel
Hempstead Appliances
BURNED OUT

0

1

0.47%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

2

0

0.95%

FOAM

1

0

0.47%

112

56

79.62%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

6

12

8.53%

NO FIREFIGHTING

9

8

8.06%

SMOTHERING

1

0

0.47%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Grand Total

0

3

1.42%

131

80

100.00%

HOSEREEL

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Hemel Hempstead crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety, the table includes data for both appliances at Hemel Hempstead
and it should be noted that on some occasions they would have attended the same incident together.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water
sources such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 64.95% of all primary fires attended were extinguished using
a combination of these methods.
In contrast 35.05% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliances attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by Hemel Hempstead crews to
extinguish Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high
risk incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 85.13% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using either hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from
the on board water tank or other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 15.87% of
secondary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by Hemel Hempstead crews
to extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 91.47% of all vehicle fires attended by crews from Hemel
Hempstead were extinguished using a combination of hosereels or a main jet, with the vast majority (82%)
being extinguished using a hosereel. The remaining 8.53% of vehicle fires did not require any extinguishing
media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.

Hemel Hempstead

RTC Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions
Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Detection/Location Equipment - Other

1

0.26%

Detection/Location Equipment - Thermal Imaging camera

4

1.04%

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

31

8.09%

First aid - Defibrillator(AED)

2

0.52%

Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment

14

3.66%

First aid - Other

37

9.66%

First aid - Oxygen

42

10.97%

First aid - Spinal board

16

4.18%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

24

6.27%

Ladders - Other

1

0.26%

Ladders - Short extension

4

1.04%

Ladders - Triple/Short extension ladder

3

0.78%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Airbags

3

0.78%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Combi tools

7

1.83%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

102

26.63%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Other

13

3.39%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

8

2.09%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Winches

5

1.31%

RPE - Oxygen BA

2

0.52%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

22

5.74%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

37

9.66%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–lowpressure

5

1.31%

383

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Hemel Hempstead
Appliances
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Grand Total

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Hemel Hempstead crews
on the Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of
this table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at
incidents they attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from either of the Hemel
Hempstead appliances or a supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been used in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters, Spreaders, Rams, Combi Tools and Air Bags, etc.) which were used on 36.03%
(146 times in total) of occasions when equipment was required.
The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:









Thermal Imaging Camera
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Defibrillator
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
First Aid Other
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 41.51% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Hemel Hempstead.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table
was a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance
or another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Hemel Hempstead

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions
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Hemel Hempstead

Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

6

0

RTC

39

0

SPECIAL SERVICE

67

5

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

112

5

Incidents Types

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 112 recorded casualties at
incidents that occurred within the Hemel Hempstead administrative area, 94.64% of all casualties occurred at
RTC or Special Service Incidents
Fatalities

Grand Total

In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, 5 separate special service incidents
attended in the Hemel Hempstead area by HFRS resulted in fatalities. 2 of the special service incidents were
to effecting entry and the other 3 were to Assist Other Agencies
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Hemel Hempstead

Hemel Hempstead Demographics

Explanations and definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

H

B

J

M

D

13.22%

11.84%

11.44%

10.91%

10.12%

5520

4941

4776

4554

4224

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
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White Gypsy or Traveller
White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

Hemel
Hempstead

Dacorum
District

Herts

England

82.87

85.98

80.82

79.75

1.30

1.26

1.55

0.98

0.1889

0.1595

0.1030

0.1036

3.43

3.42

5.11

4.58

0.86

0.68

0.80

0.78

0.32

0.27

0.29

0.30

0.68

0.68

0.78

0.63

0.49

0.50

0.60

0.53

2.23

1.62

2.58

2.63

2.18

1.39

1.10

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

G

Rural
Reality

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

2.10

0.27

0.20

0.50

0.82

0.65

0.54

0.76

0.72

I

Urban
Cohesion

1.22

0.93

1.56

1.55

J

Rental
Hubs

2.05

1.37

1.77

1.84
K

Modest
Transitions

0.65

0.51

0.78

1.11

0.23

0.19

0.27

0.52

L

Transient
Renters

0.14

0.11

0.21

0.42

M

Family
Basics

0.23

0.21

0.42

0.62

N

Vintage
Value

O

Municipal
Challenge

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Hemel Hempstead

Station and Crewing Information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

Number

41,747

91,600

28

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.
Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)
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PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

This figure represents the total number of premises within the Hemel Hempstead administrative area that are
have been categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected
and have site specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a wholetime station such as Hemel
Hempstead they will also be responsible for the re-inspection and amendment of information for RDS stations
in their immediate area such as, Kings Langley, Berkhamsted and Tring.

85%

Average Response Time (Critical Incidents)
Data for response times was obtained from incident data held within the VISION mobilising system.
Current Establishment Figure v Actual
At the time of producing this evidential report the establishment at Hemel Hempstead was set at 48 persons,
whereas the actual number of operational personnel totalled 43.
HFRS ESTABLISHMENT
FIGURE

ACTUAL STATION
ESTABLISHMENT
(as at 31/05/2018)

WATCH COMMANDERS

4

4

CREW COMMANDERS

8

8

FIREFIGHTERS

36

31

Total

48

43

OPERATIONAL ROLES

Station Budget
An annual average of the costs associated with the station is shown. This has been worked out using the
annual costs from 2013/15 to 2015/18 They provide in detail an account for each of the descriptors listed.
Salaries include on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance) and are based on the following:
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Firefighter

£36,171

Crew Manager

£40,195

Watch Manager

£45.054

Note: Wholetime Stations will also include a Station Commander

TYPE OF COSTS
TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS
PER ANNUM
TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£1,859,442.26

£1,860,529.53

£1,795,613.86

£95,314.75

£87,079.94

£94,847.14

The ‘other station related costs’ include the following aspects of expenditure
 Pre- Arranged Overtime Costs
 Premises Costs
 Transport Costs
 Training
 Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)
Running Costs

£1,954,757.01

£1,947,609.47

£1,890,461.00

The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running cost for Hemel
Hempstead Fire Station, the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period. These calculations include costs that are recharged
back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property Department) but costs attributed to Central
Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc. have not been factored in as these figures
do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered when looking at cost of service

Hemel Hempstead

Markyate
Markyate Administrative Area
Markyate is a village situated in north-west Hertfordshire close to the county border with Bedfordshire in the
borough of Dacorum; it has developed along the line of the A5 trunk road (Watling Street) and is close to the
source of the River Ver. The village enjoys good access to junction 9 of the M1 Motorway.
The High Street retains much of its distinctive 19th century form and is designated as a conservation area,
away from this historic core there are several modern lower density residential developments and a small
industrial area in Hicks Road.
Because of its geographical location and road network Markyate can on occasions be mobilised to assist in
surrounding station areas such as Hemel Hempstead, Redbourn and Harpenden as well as providing
assistance to Bedfordshire FRS when requested.
The village is primarily residential with a population just in excess of 3000 residents (ONS Census 2011 data),
it has two primary schools and a hotel located on the outskirts of the village on the A5.
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Markyate Fire Station currently
has one Fire appliance, the
station is crewed by personnel
working the retained duty system
(RDS).
The Station is located at the
junction of Buckwood Road and
the High Street close to the
centre of the village and is within
the 10 minute attendance
standard to all primary risks
within its turnout area.
Dacorum
Borough
Council
agreed in its core strategy to
build in the region of 200 new
dwellings within the village
boundary between 2006 and
2031.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents
within Markyates’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st
March 2018. It also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the
number of incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the
table below.
Critical Incident Types

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the Markyate
area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from surrounding areas or by
staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Markyate

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

18

Non-Critical Incidents
16
14

Fires in Outdoor
Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

12

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False Alarm)

10
8

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined

6
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This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour
of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015 through to
the 31st March 2018.

4
2

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated
0
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Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

16
14

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical
incidents have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.
This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity
throughout the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its
resources in response to these types of incidents in the future.
Summary

12

The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 15:00 and 20:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of
critical incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 20:00hrs (total of 17).

10

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 20:00hrs with a combined peak occurring
between 09:00 and 16:00hrs.

8
6

In Markyate over the three year period, 80% of incidents attended were critical and 20% were non critical.
When carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident
attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is
considered as part of any future response model.

4
2
0
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Markyate

Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions
The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.

Appliance Number

Station Ground

GH02P1
Appliance Number

36

46.75%

41

2016-2017
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground

GH02P1
Appliance Number

2015-2016
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

47

47.96%

51

2017-2018
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

53.25%

77

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

52.04%

98

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

GH02P1

39

61.90%

24

38.10%

63

Total

122

51.26%

116

48.74%

238

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when appliances from Hemel Hempstead attend incidents in other locations in
Herts or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional
mobilisations over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include
standbys to other stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on
another stations area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st
March 2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This
data relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
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Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types
False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

11

8

10

9.7

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

9

14

12

11.7

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

0

0

0

0

FIRE CHIMNEY

1

1

2

1.3

FIRE PRIMARY

3

3

6

4.0

FIRE SECONDARY

5

11

9

8.3

Summary of incident types attended

RTC

9

14

14

12.3

SPECIAL SERVICE

2

13

14

9.7

The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 64 or 34.04% followed by
Special service calls at 29 or 15.43% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 37 or 19.68%. RTC’s
equate to 37 or 19.68% and vehicle fires 17 or 9.04%.

VEHICLE FIRES

5

7

5

5.7

Grand Total

45

71

72

62.7

Incidents within Markyate
administration area

49.47% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 6.38% of calls are Primary fires and 13.30%
of calls are secondary fires.

Markyate

Firefighting Methodology
Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Markyate Appliances

Explanations and Definitions
Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

0

0.00%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

CUTTING AWAY

0

0.00%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

1

6.25%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

1

6.25%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

FOAM EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

5

31.25%

IMMERSED IN WATER

0

0.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

3

18.75%

NO FIREFIGHTING

6

37.50%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

0

0.00%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

0

0.00%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

0

0.00%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

16

100.00%

GH02P1

Percentage
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GH02P1

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Markyate Appliances
BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

10

40.00%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

1

4.00%

HOSEREEL

13

52.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

0

0.00%

NO FIREFIGHTING

1

4.00%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

0.00%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

0

0.00%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

25

100.00%

GH02P1

Percentage

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

0

0.00%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FOAM

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

19

82.61%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

2

8.70%

NO FIREFIGHTING

2

8.70%

SPECIALIST EXTINGUISHING AGENTS USED IN BULK

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

23

100.00%

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Markyate Appliances

Table 1 - Primary Fires
Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Markyate crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water
sources such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 56.25% of all primary fires attended by the crew from
Markyate were extinguished using a combination of these methods, it should be noted that the total of these
incidents was low with 12 over the 3 tear period.
In contrast 43.75% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliances attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Markyate crew to extinguish
Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high
risk incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 56% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished using
either hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on
board water tank or other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 44% of secondary
fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Markyate crew to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 91.30% of all vehicle fires attended by the crew from
Markyate were extinguished using a combination of hosereels or a main jet, with the majority that required
firefighting action being extinguished using a hosereel. The remaining 8.70% of vehicle fires did not require
any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.

Markyate

RTC Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions

Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

ELECTRIC SAWS/CUTTERS

6

16.7%

ENVIROMENT AGENCY ANTI-POLLUTION EQUIPMENT

3

8.3%

FIRST AID OXYGEN or RESUCITATOR

6

16.7%

FIRST AID SPINAL BOARD

3

8.3%

FORCIBLE ENTRY TOOLS

1

2,8%

SHORT EXTENSION LADDER

1

2.8%

LIFTING/HYDRAULIC - AIR BAGS

1

2.8%

LIFTING /HYDRAULIC – CUTTERS & SPREADERS

9

25%

SMALL HAND TOOLS

1

2.8%

WATER DELIVERY - HOSEREEL

5

13.8%

Grand Total

36

100%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by
Markyate’s Appliance

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Markyate crews on the
Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this
table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents they
attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Markyate appliance or a
supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been included in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters, Spreaders, ect.) which were used on 35.56% (10 times in total) of occasions when
equipment was required.
The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:
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Electric Saws/Cutters
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 40.00% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Markyate, however it should be recognised that some of this equipment is used in conjunction with
some of the heavier equipment.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table was
a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance or
another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Markyate

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions
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Markyate

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 31 recorded casualties at
incidents that occurred within the Markyate administrative area, 96.77% of all casualties occurred at RTC or
Special Service Incidents
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there was 1 recorded fatality that occurred at
a special service incidents within the Markyate administrative area.

Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

0

0

RTC

27

0

SPECIAL SERVICE

3

1

VEHICLE FIRES

1

0

Grand Total

31

0

Incidents Types
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Markyate

Markyate Demographics

Explanations and Definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

A

G

D

B

H

26.68%

16.78%

13%

12.87%

8.79%

601

378

293

290

198

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
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White Gypsy or Traveller
White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

Markyate

Dacorum
District

Herts

England

92.34

85.98

80.82

79.75

1.49

1.26

1.55

0.98

0.03

0.1595

0.1030

0.1036

2.1

3.42

5.11

4.58

0.5

0.68

0.80

0.78

0.41

0.27

0.29

0.30

0.57

0.68

0.78

0.63

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

0.47

0.50

0.60

0.53

0.73

1.62

2.58

2.63

G

Rural
Reality

0

1.39

1.10

2.10

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

0.12

0.20

0.50

0.82

I

Urban
Cohesion

0.19

0.54

0.76

0.72
J

Rental
Hubs

K

Modest
Transitions

0.06

0.93

1.56

1.55

0.28

1.37

1.77

1.84

0.31

0.51

0.78

1.11

L

Transient
Renters

0.28

0.19

0.27

0.52

M

Family
Basics

0.03

0.11

0.21

0.42

N

Vintage
Value

0.09

0.21

0.42

0.62
O

Municipal
Challenge

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Markyate
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Markyate

Station and Crewing information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.

Number

2253

3135

2

In the period measured Markyate managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fires on 100% of the
occasions they were mobilised.
Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

This figure represents the total number of premises within the Markyate administrative area that are have been
categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected and have site
specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a retained station such as Markyate the premises will
normally be inspected by the nearest wholetime station, however the local crew will familiarise themselves with
SSRI premises on an annual basis to ensure they are conversant with localised risk.

100%

RDS Availability

Unavailable - GH02P1

In 2017/18 the appliance at Markyate was unavailable on 935 occasions; this can be for a number of reasons
such as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some periods of
unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

180
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Unavailable GH02P1

60

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when the
appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep
detailed records of such trends.
Station Budget

40

The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for Markyate
Fire Station, the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.

20
0

Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.

TYPE OF COSTS
TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£79,649.90

£78,938.98

£68,425.76

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£14,164.61

£13,922.58

£17,116.43

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£93,814.51

£92,861.56

£85,542.19

These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property
Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc.
have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered
when looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:
Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Markyate

Tring
Tring Administrative Area
Tring is a small market town in north-west Hertfordshire close to the county border with Buckinghamshire in the
borough of Dacorum.
The town is situated in a gap passing through the Chiltern Hills and is linked to London by the A41 trunk road
which follows the path of the old Roman road of Akeman Street and is served by London Midland rail services
from Milton Keynes Central to London Euston.
As well as the Grand Union Canal there are four large reservoirs situated in the area at Wilstone, Tringford,
Startops End and Marsworth because of this Tring Fire Station was selected as one of HFRS ‘Water 1st
Responder Teams’. .Due to its geographical location and road network Tring can on occasions be mobilised to
assist in surrounding station areas such as Berkhamsted and Hemel Hempstead, as well as providing
assistance to Buckinghamshire FRS when requested.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents
within Tring’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st March
2018. It also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the
number of incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the
table below.
Critical Incident Types
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Tring Fire Station currently has one Fire
appliance, the station is crewed by
personnel working the retained duty
system (RDS).
The Station is located in Brook Street and
is close to the centre of town, it is situated
within the 10 minute attendance standard
to all primary risks within its turnout area.
Tring is the smallest town in Dacorum it is
primarily residential with a population in
excess of 11,700 residents (ONS Census
2011 data), it is home to a local brewery,
a flour mill, a large hotel and conference
centre, a state secondary school and a
school for the performing arts
The Dacorum Borough Council current
planning policy states that there will be
limited residential development in the
foreseeable future in the town due to the
tight constraints of the Green Belt, the
impact on areas of outstanding natural
beauty and the limited additional capacity
at existing schools in the area.

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the Tring
area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from surrounding areas or by
staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Tring

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total
30

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:
Non-Critical Incidents

25

Fires in Outdoor
Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False Alarm)

20

15

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined
10
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This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour
of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015 through to
the 31st March 2018.

5

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated
0
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Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

30

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical
incidents have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.
This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity
throughout the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its
resources in response to these types of incidents in the future.
Summary

25

20

The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 08:00 and 23:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of
critical incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 17:00hrs (total of 28).

15

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 06:00 and 21:00hrs with a combined peak
occurring between 13:00 and 18:00hrs.
In Tring over the three year period, 84% of incidents attended were critical and 16% were non critical.
When carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident
attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is
considered as part of any future response model.

10
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Tring

Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions
The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.

2015-2016
Appliance Number

GH03P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

96

58.90%

67

41.10%

163

2016-2017
Appliance Number
GH03P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

96

66.67%

48

33.33%

144

2017-2018
Appliance Number

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

GH03P1

126

74.56%

43

25.44%

169

Total

318

67%

158

33%

476

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when appliances from Hemel Hempstead attend incidents in other locations in
Herts or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional
mobilisations over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include
standbys to other stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on
another stations area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st
March 2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This
data relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
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Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types
False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

47

36

34

39.0

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

15

15

32

20.7

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

0

0

3

3.0

FIRE CHIMNEY

3

4

1

2.7

FIRE PRIMARY

8

15

13

12.0

FIRE SECONDARY

9

11

21

13.7

Summary of incident types attended

RTC

3

9

6

6.0

SPECIAL SERVICE

12

17

27

18.7

The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 182or 50.28% followed by
Special service calls at 56 or 15.47% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 77 or 21.27%. RTC’s
equate to 18 or 4.97% and vehicle fires 21 or 5.80%.

VEHICLE FIRES

6

8

7

7.0

103

115

144

120.7

Incidents within Tring
administration area

Grand Total

65.75% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 9.94% of calls are Primary fires and 11.33%
of calls are secondary fires.

Tring

Firefighting Methodology
Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Tring Appliances

Explanations and Definitions
GH03P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

1

1.96%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

CUTTING AWAY

1

1.96%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

3

5.88%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

19

37.25%

IMMERSED IN WATER

0

0.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

7

13.73%

NO FIREFIGHTING

10

19.61%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

2

3.92%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

3

5.88%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

1

1.96%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

4

7.84%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

51

100.00%

GH03P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

2

4.26%

BURNED OUT

4

8.51%

CUTTING AWAY

1

2.13%

HOSEREEL

27

57.45%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

3

6.38%

NO FIREFIGHTING

5

10.64%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

0.00%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

0

0.00%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

5

10.64%

Grand Total

47

100.00%

GH03P1

Percentage

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

0

0.00%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FOAM

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

19

86.36%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

1

4.55%

NO FIREFIGHTING

2

9.09%

SPECIALIST EXTINGUISHING AGENTS USED IN BULK

0

0.00%
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FOAM EXTINGUISHER

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Tring Appliances

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Tring Appliances

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

22

100.00%

Table 1 - Primary Fires
Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Tring crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water
sources such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 50.98% of all primary fires attended by the crew from Tring
were extinguished using a combination of these methods, it should be noted that the total of these incidents
was low with 12 over the 3 tear period.
In contrast 17.65% of fires were extinguished by disconnecting the fuel supply or using water from an external
source such as a bucket or container 31.37% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or
equipment from the Fire Appliance attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Tring crew to extinguish
Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high
risk incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 80.85% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using either hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from
the on board water tank or other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 19.15% of
secondary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Tring crew to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 90.91% of all vehicle fires attended by the crew from Tring
were extinguished using a hosereel, The remaining 9.09% of vehicle fires did not require any extinguishing
media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.

Tring

RTC Methodology
Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Tring Appliances

Explanations and Definitions
Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions
Percentage

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

1

4.35%

First aid - Other

4

17.39%

First aid - Oxygen

3

13.04%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

3

13.04%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Combi tools

1

4.35%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

4

17.39%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

1

4.35%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

1

4.35%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

5

21.74%

Grand Total

23

100.00%

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Tring crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents they
attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Tring appliance or a
supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been included in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters, Spreaders, Combi tools, Rams) which were used on 26.09% of occasions when
equipment was required.
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The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:








Electric Saws/Cutters
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools
Lifting Hydraulic Combi Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 47.83% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Tring, however it should be recognised that some of this equipment is used in conjunction with
some of the heavier equipment.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table
was a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance
or another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Tring

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions
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Tring

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 17 reported casualties at
incidents that occurred within the Tring administrative area, 94.12.5% of all casualties (16 in total) occurred at
RTC or Special Service Incidents and the remainder 5.88% (1 casualties) occurred at a property fire and a fire
on a houseboat.
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there was 1 recorded fatality that occurred at
a special service incidents within the Tring administrative area.

Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

1

0

RTC

8

0

SPECIAL SERVICE

8

1

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

Grand Total

17

1

Incidents Types
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Tring

Tring Demographics

Explanations and definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

B

D

A

F

H

23.48%

15.61%

12.44%

10.83%

8.06%

1584

1053

839

731

544

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
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White Gypsy or Traveller
White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

Dacorum
District

Herts

93.88%

85.98

80.82

79.75

0.71%

1.26

1.55

0.98

0.43%

0.1595

0.1030

0.1036

Tring

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

G

Rural
Reality

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

I

Urban
Cohesion

J

Rental
Hubs

England

2.15%

3.42

5.11

4.58

0.14%

0.68

0.80

0.78

0.07%

0.27

0.29

0.30

0,79%

0.68

0.78

0.63

0.14%

0.50

0.60

0.53

0.07%

1.62

2.58

2.63

0.50%

1.39

1.10

2.10

0%

0.20

0.50

0.82

0.07%

0.54

0.76

0.72

0.21%

0.93

1.56

1.55

0.14%

1.37

1.77

1.84

K

Modest
Transitions

0.14%

0.51

0.78

1.11

L

Transient
Renters

0.43%

0.19

0.27

0.52

M

Family
Basics

0%

0.11

0.21

0.42
N

Vintage
Value

O

Municipal
Challenge

0.07%

0.21

0.42

0.62

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Tring
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Tring

Station and Crewing information
PREMISES TYPE

Number

RESIDENTIAL

4960

POPULATION

Explanations and Definitions

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

11,700

Premise Type & Attendance Standard
The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary was sourced from HCC’s midyear population estimates from 2014.

3

In the period measured Tring managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fire on 100% of the
occasions they were mobilised.
PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)
100%

This figure represents the total number of premises within the Tring administrative area that are have been
categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected and have site
specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a retained station such as Tring the premises will
normally be inspected by the nearest wholetime station, however the local crew will familiarise themselves with
SSRI premises on an annual basis to ensure they are conversant with localised risk.

Unavailable - GH03P1
120

RDS Availability

100
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In 2015/16 the appliance at Tring was unavailable on 655 occasions; this can be for a number of reasons such
as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some periods of
unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

80
60

Unavailable GH03P1

40
20

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when the
appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep
detailed records of such trends.
Station Budget

0

The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for Tring
Fire Station, the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.

TYPE OF COSTS

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

£96,796.22

£91,877.08

£99,131.80

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£20,201.72

£20,418.75

£22,363.94

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£116,997.94

£112,295.83

£121,495.74

These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property
Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc.
have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered
when looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:
Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Tring

Berkhamsted
Berkhamstead Administrative Area
Berkhamsted is an historic market town situated in north-west Hertfordshire in the borough of Dacorum; it is
served by the A41 trunk road and has good road links to surrounding areas of Tring and Hemel Hempstead.
The town is linear in character with the A4251 trunk road, west coast mainline, the river Bulbourne and the
Grand Union Canal running along the Chiltern Valley.
Due to its geographical location Berkhamsted can on occasions be mobilised to assist in surrounding station
areas such as Hemel Hempstead and Tring as well as providing occasional assistance to Buckinghamshire
FRS when requested.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents
within Berkhamsted’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st
March 2018. It also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the
number of incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the
table below.
Critical Incident Types

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

The Station is located in Castle
Street off the High Street close to
the centre of the town and is within
the 10 minute attendance standard
to all primary risks within its turnout
area.

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies
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Berkhamsted Fire Station currently
has one Fire appliance, the station
is crewed by personnel working the
retained duty system (RDS).

The town is primarily residential and
is the second largest settlement in
the borough with a population of
approximately 17,584 (ONS Census
2011 data), it currently has varied
employment and is home to the
British Film Industry National
Archive.
Dacorum Borough Council agreed
in its core strategy to build in the
region of 1180 new dwellings within
the town boundary between 2006
and 2031, two new primary schools
are also form part of the growth plan
for the town.

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the
Berkhamsted area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from
surrounding areas or by staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Berkhamsted

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

35

Non-Critical Incidents
30

25

20

Fires in Outdoor
Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or
HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

15

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined
10
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This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour
of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015 through to
the 31st March 2018.

5

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated
0
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Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

35

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical
incidents have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.
This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity throughout
the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its resources
in response to these types of incidents in the future.

30

Summary
25

The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 08:00 and 21:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of
critical incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 11:00hrs (total of 30).

20

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 10:00 and 220:00hrs.

15

In Berkhamstead over the three year period, 82% of incidents attended were critical and 18% were non critical.
10

When carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident
attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is
considered as part of any future response model.

5
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Berkhamsted

Turnouts and Incidents

Appliance Number

Station Ground

GH04P1
Appliance Number

93

62.42%

56

2016-2017
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground

GH04P1
Appliance Number

2015-2016
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

84

65.63%

44

2017-2018
Station
Other
Ground %
Locations

Station Ground

Explanations and Definitions

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

37.58%

149

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

34.38%

128

Other
Locations %

Total
Turnouts

GH04P1

95

52.20%

87

47.80%

182

Total

272

59.26%

187

40.74%

459

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - Is sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes deployments and
standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each appliance including
occasions when the appliance from Berkhamsted attended incidents in other locations in Herts or where HFRS
has received a request to assist at incidents over the border. It is important to recognise that the number of
turnouts for the station will always outnumber the number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional
mobilisations over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include
standbys to other stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on
another stations area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st
March 2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This
data relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
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Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

50

41

35

42.0

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

31

32

34

32.3

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

3

0

1

2.0

FIRE CHIMNEY

1

1

0

1.0

FIRE PRIMARY

19

14

11

14.7

FIRE SECONDARY

14

12

13

13.0

RTC

5

5

6

5.3

SPECIAL SERVICE

17

27

21

21.7

VEHICLE FIRES

6

7

6

6.3

146

139

127

137.3

Incidents within Berkhamsted
administration area

Grand Total

False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
Summary of incident types attended
The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 227 or 55.10% followed by
fires (primary and secondary) totalling 83 or 20.15% then Special service calls at 65 or 15.78%. RTC’s equate
to 16 or 3.88% and vehicle fires 19 or 4.61%.
70.87% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 10.68 % of calls are Primary fires and 9.47%
of calls are secondary fires.

Berkhamsted

Firefighting Methodology
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Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Berkhamsted
Appliances
BEATING OR STAMPING
BURNED OUT
CO2 EXTINGUISHER
CUTTING AWAY
DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY
DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER
FIXED HOSEREEL
FOAM EXTINGUISHER
HOSEREEL
IMMERSED IN WATER
MAIN BRANCH OR JET
NO FIREFIGHTING
OTHER METHODS INCL PPV
REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE
SMOTHERING
WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY
WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
WATER EXTINGUISHER
Grand Total
Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Berkhamsted
Appliances
BEATING OR STAMPING
BURNED OUT
DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER
HOSEREEL
MAIN BRANCH OR JET
NO FIREFIGHTING
OTHER SMALL MEANS
REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE
SMOTHERING
WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY
WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Grand Total
Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Berkhamsted
Appliances
DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY
DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER
FOAM
HOSEREEL
MAIN BRANCH OR JET
NO FIREFIGHTING
SPECIALIST EXTINGUISHING AGENTS USED IN BULK
WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Grand Total

Explanations and Definitions
GH04P1

Percentage

0
1
0
0
5
0
3
0
25
0
9
19
2
3
0
1
0
0
68

0.00%
1.47%
0.00%
0.00%
7.35%
0.00%
4.41%
0.00%
36.76%
0.00%
13.24%
27.94%
2.94%
4.41%
0.00%
1.47%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

GH04P1

Percentage

1
1
0
21
2
0
0
0
0
0
3
28

3.57%
3.57%
0.00%
75.00%
7.14%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
10.71%
100.00%

GH04P1

Percentage

0

0.00%
3.45%
0.00%
68.97%
3.45%
24.14%
0.00%
0.00%
100.00%

1
0
20
1
7
0
0
29

Table 1 - Primary Fires
Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Berkhamsted crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
The two most commonly used categories of extinguishing media listed in the table are hosereel and a main jet
or branch. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or
other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 50% of all primary fires attended by the crew from
Berkhamsted were extinguished using a combination of these methods, it should be noted that the total of
these incidents was low with 34 over the 3 year period.
In contrast 27.94% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliance attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Berkhamsted crew to extinguish
Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high
risk incidents.
The data contained within this table suggests that 75% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using a hosereel, a main jet was used on 7.14% of all occasions. The hosereel or main jet would be
supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water sources such as a
hydrant or open water supply. 17.85% of secondary fires were extinguished using a bucket or container,
Beating or Stamping or Burned out
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Berkhamsted crew to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicates that 72.42% of all vehicle fires attended by the crew from
Berkhamsted were extinguished using either hosereel or a main jet with 68.97% being extinguished using a
hosereel.. The remaining 27.59% (8 in total) fires did not require any firefighting action or were extinguished
using dry powder.

Berkhamsted

RTC Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions
Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

2

6.67%

Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment

2

6.67%

First aid - Other

4

13.33%

First aid - Oxygen

3

10.00%

First aid - Spinal board

2

6.67%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

2

6.67%

Ladders - 9/10.5m

1

3.33%

Ladders - Short extension

1

3.33%

Ladders - Triple/Short extension ladder

1

3.33%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

6

20.00%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

1

3.33%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

2

6.67%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

3

10.00%

Grand Total

30

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Berkhamsted
Appliances

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Berkhamsted crews on the
Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this
table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents
they attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Berkhamsted appliance
or a supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been included in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters/Spreaders, Rams) which was used on 23.33% of occasions (7 times in total) when
equipment was required.
The data contained within this table suggests that there are a number of other items of equipment that are
regularly used:
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Electric Saws/Cutters
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid other, Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 56.68% (17) of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an
RTC attended by Berkhamsted however it should be recognised that some of this equipment is used in
conjunction with some of the heavier equipment.
It should also be noted that the most common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment
table was a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the
appliance or another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Berkhamsted

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions
Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 15 recorded casualties at
incidents that occurred within the Berkhamsted administrative area, 20% of casualties occurred at RTC’s 60%
occurred at various Special Service incidents and 20% (3 in total) occurred at primary fires.
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 2 recorded fatalities at incidents
attended within the Berkhamsted administrative area, Both were at RTCs.
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Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

3

0

RTC

3

2

SPECIAL SERVICE

9

0

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

Grand Total

15

2

Incidents Types

Berkhamsted

Berkhamsted Demographics

Explanations and Definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
White Gypsy or Traveller
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White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

B

D

J

F

N

31.7%

19.62%

11.79%

8.72%

6.55%

2897

1793

1078

797

599

Berkhamsted

Dacorum
District

Herts

England

90.3%

85.98

80.82

79.75

1.1%

1.26

1.55

0.98

0%

0.1595

0.1030

0.1036

4%

3.42

5.11

4.58

0.2%

0.68

0.80

0.78

0%

0.27

0.29

0.30

0.9%

0.68

0.78

0.63

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

0.7%

0.50

0.60

0.53

0.7%

1.62

2.58

2.63

G

Rural
Reality

0.2%

1.39

1.10

2.10

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

0.2%

0.20

0.50

0.82

I

Urban
Cohesion

0.4%

0.54

0.76

0.72
J

Rental
Hubs

K

Modest
Transitions

0.4%

0.93

1.56

1.55

0.1%

1.37

1.77

1.84

0.2%

0.51

0.78

1.11

L

Transient
Renters

0%

0.19

0.27

0.52

M

Family
Basics

0%

0.11

0.21

0.42

N

Vintage
Value

0.6%

0.21

0.42

0.62
O

Municipal
Challenge

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Berkhamsted

Station and Crewing information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

Number

7650

17,584

9

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.
In the period measured Berkhamsted managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fires on 55% of the
occasions they were mobilised.
Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

55%

This figure represents the total number of premises within the Berkhamsted administrative area that are have
been categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected and
have site specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a retained station such as Berkhamsted the
premises will normally be inspected by the nearest wholetime station, however the local crew will familiarise
themselves with SSRI premises on an annual basis to ensure they are conversant with localised risk.

Unavailable - GH04P1
180

RDS Availability

160
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140

In 2017/18 the appliance at Berkhamsted was unavailable on 952 occasions; this can be for a number of
reasons such as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some
periods of unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

120
100
80

Unavailable GH04P1

60
40
20

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when the
appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep
detailed records of such trends.
Station Budget

0

The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for
Berkhamsted Fire Station, the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.

TYPE OF COSTS
TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£76,527.40

£87,885.65

£112,328.79

These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property
Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc.
have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered
when looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£37,902.47

£27,908.47

£30,922.28

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£114,429.87

£115,794.12

£143,251.07

Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Berkhamsted

Kings Langley
Kings Langley Administrative Area
Kings Langley is a historic village and civil parish situated to the south of the Chiltern Hills, the village is divided
between two local government districts by the River Gade with the larger western portion in the Borough of
Dacorum and smaller part, to the east of the river, in Three Rivers District.
The M25 motorway passes just south of the village on a viaduct across the River Gade valley, the village is
also and is in close proximity to the A41 trunk road. The old route through Kings Langley is now classified the
A4251.
Due to its geographical location Kings Langley can on occasions be mobilised to assist in surrounding station
areas such as Hemel Hempstead and Watford.
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Kings Langley Fire Station
currently has one Fire appliance,
the station is crewed by
personnel working the retained
duty system (RDS).
The Station is located in
Common Lane just off the A4251
Hempstead Road and is within
the 10 minute attendance
standard to all primary risks
within its turnout area.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents
within Kings Langley’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st
March 2018. It also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the
number of incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the
table below.
Critical Incident Types

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area

The village is primarily residential
with
a
population
of
approximately
5214
(ONS
Census 2011 data).
Kings Langley is home to a
mixture of warehousing, offices
and light industrial units. The
village
also
hosts
the
construction and engineering
campus of West Herts College.
There are no major construction
plans for the village in the
foreseeable future.

The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the Kings
Langley area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from surrounding
areas or by staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Kings Langley

Incident Profile Graphs

Explanations and Definitions

Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

16

Non-Critical Incidents
14
12
10
8

Fires in Outdoor
Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or
HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

6

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined
4
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This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour
of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015 through to
the 31st March 2018.

2

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated

0
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Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical
incidents have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.

Non-Critical Incidents

12

This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity
throughout the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its
resources in response to these types of incidents in the future.

10

Summary
The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur is
are between the hours of 15:00 and 19:00hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of
critical incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 15:00 and 19:00hrs (both
periods have a total of 11).

8

6

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 10:00 and 20:00hrs with a combined peak
occurring between however the numbers are very low.
4

In Kings Langley over the three year period, 79% of incidents attended were critical and 21% were non critical.
When carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident
attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is
considered as part of any future response model.

2
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Kings Langley

Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions
The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.

Appliance Number
GH06P1
Appliance Number
GH06P1

Station
Ground
47

Station
Ground %
39.17%

2015-2016
Other
Locations
73

Station
Ground
70

Station
Ground %
40.46%

2016-2017
Other
Locations
103

Other Locations
%
60.83%

Total
Turnouts
120

Other Locations
%
59.54%

Total
Turnouts
173

2017-2018
Appliance Number

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

GH06P1

77

39.69%

117

60.31%

194

Total

194

39.84%

293

60.16%

487

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when appliances from Hemel Hempstead attend incidents in other locations in
Herts or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional
mobilisations over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include
standbys to other stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on
another stations area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st
March 2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This
data relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
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Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types

Incidents within Kings Langley
administration area

False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

10

7

21

12.7

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

7

7

10

8.0

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

0

0

0

0

FIRE CHIMNEY

0

0

2

2.0

FIRE PRIMARY

4

3

4

3.7

FIRE SECONDARY

2

10

10

7.3

RTC

3

6

2

3.7

Summary of incident types attended

SPECIAL SERVICE

5

9

9

7.7

VEHICLE FIRES

4

3

12

6.3

The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 62 or 41.33% followed by
Special service calls at 23 or 15.33% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 33 or 22%. RTC’s equate
to 11 or 7.33% and vehicle fires 19 or 12.67%.

Grand Total

35

45

70

50.0

56.67% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 7.33% of calls are Primary fires and 14.67%
of calls are secondary fires.

Kings Langley

Firefighting Methodology
Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Kings Langley Appliances

Explanations and Definitions
Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

1

1.06%

BURNED OUT

1

1.06%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

CUTTING AWAY

0

0.00%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

1

1.06%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

1

1.06%

FOAM EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

32

34.04%

IMMERSED IN WATER

0

0.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

24

25.53%

NO FIREFIGHTING

24

25.53%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

3

3.19%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

2

2.13%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

2

2.13%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

1

1.06%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

2

2.13%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

94

100.00%

GH06P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

10

20.41%
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GH06P1

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Kings Langley Appliances

FIXED HOSEREEL

1

2.04%

HOSEREEL

26

53.06%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

4

8.16%

NO FIREFIGHTING

1

2.04%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

0.00%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

0

0.00%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

7

14.29%

Grand Total

49

100.00%

GH06P1

Percentage

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

0

0.00%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

1

2.63%

FIXED HOSEREEL

1

2.63%

HOSEREEL

33

86.84%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

0

0.00%

NO FIREFIGHTING

3

7.89%

SPECIALIST EXTINGUISHING AGENTS USED IN BULK

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Grand Total

0

0.00%

38

100.00%

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Kings Langley Appliances

Table 1 - Primary Fires
Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Kings Langley crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water
sources such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 60.64% of all primary fires attended were extinguished using
a combination of these methods.
In contrast 28.72%of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliances attending.

Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Kings Langley crew to
extinguish Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high
risk incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 77.55% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using either hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from
the on board water tank or other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 22.45% of
secondary did not require any firefighting action.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Kings Langley crew to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 92.11% of all vehicle fires attended by the crew from Kings
Langley were extinguished using a hosereel. The remaining 7.89% (3 in total) did not require any firefighting
action or were extinguished using dry powder.

Kings Langley

RTC Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions

Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

4

6.15%

Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment

4

6.15%

First aid - Other

7

10.77%

First aid - Oxygen

11

16.92%

First aid - Spinal board

1

1.54%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

4

6.15%

Ladders - Other

1

1.54%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Airbags

1

1.54%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

19

29.23%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Door opener

1

1.54%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Lifting & animal harnesses, straps

1

1.54%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Other

2

3.08%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

1

1.54%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

2

3.08%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

6

9.23%

Grand Total

65

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Kings Langley
Appliances

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Kings Langley crews on
the Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of
this table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at
incidents they attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Kings Langley
appliance or a supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been included in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters, Spreaders,) which was used on 38.46% of occasions (25 times in total) when
equipment was required.
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The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:











Electric Saws/Cutters
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
First Aid Defibrillator
First Aid - Other
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools
Thermal Imaging Camera
Dry Powder Extinguisher

This kit listed above was utilised on 44.62% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Kings Langley however it should be recognised that some of this equipment is used in
conjunction with some of the heavier equipment.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table
was a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance
or another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Kings Langley

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions
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Kings Langley

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 9 recorded casualties at incidents
that occurred within the Kings Langley administrative area, 100% of all casualties occurred at RTC or Special
Service Incidents
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were no recorded fatalities at incidents
attended within the Kings Langley administrative area.

Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

0

0

RTC

5

0

SPECIAL SERVICE

4

0

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

Grand Total

9

0

Incidents Types
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Kings Langley

Kings Langley Demographics

Explanations and Definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

B

D

F

E

J

38.03%

23.3%

12.75%

6.7%

5.41%

829

508

278

146

118

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
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White Gypsy or Traveller
White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

Kings
Langley

Dacorum
District

Herts

86.95

85.98

80.82

79.75

1.44

1.26

1.55

0.98

0.01

0.1595

0.1030

0.1036

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

G

Rural
Reality

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

I

Urban
Cohesion

J

Rental
Hubs

England

4.62

3.42

5.11

4.58

0.66

0.68

0.80

0.78

0.20

0.27

0.29

0.30

1.02

0.68

0.78

0.63

0.54

0.50

0.60

0.53

1.95

1.62

2.58

2.63

0.17

1.39

1.10

2.10

0.13

0.20

0.50

0.82

0.35

0.54

0.76

0.72

0.54

0.93

1.56

1.55

0.55

1.37

1.77

1.84

K

Modest
Transitions

0.50

0.51

0.78

1.11

L

Transient
Renters

0.03

0.19

0.27

0.52

M

Family
Basics

0.03

0.11

0.21

0.42

N

Vintage
Value

0.34

0.21

0.42

0.62
O

Municipal
Challenge

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Kings Langley

Station and Crewing information
PREMISES TYPE

Number

RESIDENTIAL

2,601

POPULATION

6,200

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM
0

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type
The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.
In the period measured Kings Langley managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fires on 78% of
the occasions they were mobilised.

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

78%

Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)
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Kings Langley

There are currently no premises within the Kings Langley administrative area that are have been categorised
as an SSRI.

Unavailable - GH06P1

RDS Availability

120

In 2017/18 the appliance at Kings Langley was unavailable on 626 occasions; this can be for a number of
reasons such as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some
periods of unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

100
80

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when
the appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep
detailed records of such trends.

60
Unavailable - GH06P1

40

Station Budget
20

The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for Kings
Langley Fire Station, the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.

0

Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.
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TYPE OF COSTS

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

£101,870.11

£113,439.53

£114,192.57

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£12,991.22

£13,841.17

£11,915.97

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£114,861.33

£127,280.70

£126,108.54

These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the
Property Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation,
Revaluations etc. have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should
be considered when looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:
Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Kings Langley

St Albans
St Albans Administrative Area
St Albans is a historic city situated centrally in the county; the city enjoys good transport links and is served
by the main arterial routes M25 and A414. Two railway stations serve the city, St Albans City station, and
St Albans Abbey station, St Albans City station is served by Thameslink on frequent express services from
and to London St Pancras International. Trains from St Albans also run north to Harpenden, Luton Airport
Parkway and on to Bedford. The city is also directly in the flightpath to and from London Luton Airport.
Because of its geographical location and busy city centre, the city of St Albans and the surrounding areas
experience periods of high traffic flow during peak periods.
Due to its historic background the city is home to many cultural and historic artefacts dating back to Roman,
Celtic and Medieval times. The city has a thriving cultural life and is home to the St Albans Cathedral, the
Alban Arena Theatre, Maltings Art Centre and the Maltings Shopping Centre.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents within
the St Albans administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st March 2018. It
also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the number of
incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the table
below.

Critical Incident Types
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St Albans Fire Station currently has
two Fire appliances and a Rescue
Support Unit (RSU); these resources
are crewed by personnel working the
wholetime duty system.
The Station is located on the outskirts
of the city in London Road which
gives good access to the major road
routes as well as the city centre.
St Albans Council has agreed in its
spatial
strategy
to
build
approximately 1000 new dwellings to
the east of the city (Oaklands),
Future
development
in
the
surrounding areas will be limited to
smaller scale infilling and the
possible redevelopment of existing
residential sites

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location. The relocation of St Albans Fire Station to its present site has also
improved access to the areas of Park Street, London Colney and Radlett as well as the M25 motorway.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are linked
to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire safety incentives will all
continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the St Albans area.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

180

Non-Critical Incidents
160
140
120
100

Fires in Outdoor Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

80
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Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined

60

This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour of
the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1st April 2015 through to the 31st
March 2018.

40
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Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated
0
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using the
same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical incidents
have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.

140

This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity throughout
the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its resources in
response to these types of incidents in the future.

120

Summary
The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 07:00 and 23:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of critical
incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 17:00hrs (total of 126).

100
80

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 12:00 and 22:00hrs with a combined peak occurring
between 17:00 and 21:00hrs.

60

In St Albans over the three year period, 74% of incidents attended were critical and 26% were non critical, when
carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident attended will be
examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is considered as part of any
future response model.
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Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions
The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.

2015-2016
Appliance Number

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

439
284
17
740

74.53%
71.18%
18.89%
68.65%

150
115
73
338

25.47%
28.82%
81.11%
31.35%

589
399
90
1078

GH11P1
GH11P2
GH11R1
Total

2016-2017
Appliance Number

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

467
368
16
851

70.86%
68.91%
14.81%
65.41%

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

538
472
14
1024

70.51%
71.73%
14.14%
67.37%

GH11P1
GH11P2
GH11R1
Total
Appliance Number
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GH11P1
GH11P2
GH11R1
Total

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

29.14%
31.09%
85.19%
34.59%

659
534
108
1301

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

225
186
85
496

29.49%
28.27%
85.86%
32.63%

763
658
99
1520

192
166
92
450
2017-2018

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when appliances from Hemel Hempstead attend incidents in other locations in
Herts or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional
mobilisations over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include
standbys to other stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on
another stations area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st
March 2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This
data relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

152

181

185

172.7

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

165

156

176

165.7

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

7

3

5

5.0

FIRE CHIMNEY

5

5

6

5.3

FIRE PRIMARY

71

89

70

76.7

FIRE SECONDARY

58

98

97

84.3

RTC

48

39

54

47.0

SPECIAL SERVICE

122

145

232

166.3

VEHICLE FIRES

30

30

49

36.3

Grand Total

658

746

874

759.3

Incidents within St Albans
administration area

False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
Summary of incident types attended
The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 1030 or 45.22% followed by
Special service calls at 499 or 21.91% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 483 or 21.20%. RTC’s
equate to 141 or 6.19% and vehicle fires 109 or 4.78%.
67.12% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 10.10% of calls are Primary fires and 11.11%
of calls are secondary fires.

Firefighting Methodology
Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by St Albans
Appliances

Explanations and Definitions
GH11P2

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

2

1

0.54%

BURNED OUT

2

4

1.08%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

4

4

1.44%

CUTTING AWAY

1

0

0.18%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

10

8

3.24%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

2

3

0.90%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

2

0.36%

FOAM

1

3

0.72%

FOAM EXTINGUISHER

1

0

0.18%

HOSEREEL

114

106

39.64%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

29

43

12.97%

NO FIREFIGHTING

81

53

24.14%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

3

1

0.72%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

31

12

7.75%

SMOTHERING

4

2

1.08%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

1

0.18%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

11

15

4.68%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

1

0

0.18%

297

258

100.00%

GH11P1

GH09P2

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

5

1.60%

BURNED OUT

6

23

9.29%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

2

0.64%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0
49

1
112

0.32%

2
7

0
12

0.64%

18
1

8.01%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

7
1

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

2

2

1.28%
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GH11P1

Grand Total

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by St Albans
Appliances

HOSEREEL
IMMERSED IN WATER
MAIN BRANCH OR JET
NO FIREFIGHTING

51.60%

0.64%

8

54

19.87%

Grand Total

82

230

100.00%

GH11P1

GH09P2

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

1

0.50%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

2

0

0.99%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER
FIXED HOSEREEL

1

2

1.49%

1

0

0.50%

FOAM

1

0

0.50%

HOSEREEL

103

50

75.74%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

7

6

6.44%

NO FIREFIGHTING

18

5

11.39%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Grand Total

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by St Albans crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety, the table includes data for both appliances at St Albans and it
should be noted that on some occasions they would have attended the same incident together.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water sources
such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 55.32% of all primary fires attended were extinguished using a
combination of these methods.
In contrast 25.23% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliance attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by St Albans crews to extinguish
Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet the
criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high risk
incidents.

6.09%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER
Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by St Albans
Appliances

Table 1 - Primary Fires

3

2

2.48%

136

66

100.00%

The data contained within this table suggest that 58.01% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using a hosereel or main jet, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or
other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 8.01% of secondary fires did not require
any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliance attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by St Albans crews to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 82.18% of all vehicle fires attended by crews from St Albans
were extinguished using a combination of hosereels or a main jet, with the vast majority (86.67%) being
extinguished using a hosereel. 11.39% of vehicle fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment
from the Fire Appliance attending.

RTC Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions

Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Detection/Location Equipment - Other

3

0.53%

Detection/Location Equipment - Thermal Imaging camera

12

2.11%

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

53

9.33%

Extinguisher - CO2

2

0.35%

Extinguisher - Dry powder

1

0.18%

Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment

20

3.52%

First aid - Other

48

8.45%

First aid - Oxygen

62

10.92%

First aid - Spinal board

29

5.11%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

37

6.51%

Ladders - Other

1

0.18%

Ladders - Short extension

3

0.53%

Ladders - Triple/Short extension ladder

6

1.06%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Airbags

3

0.53%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Combi tools

1

0.18%

145

25.53%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Door opener

3

0.53%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Lifting & animal harnesses, straps

3

0.53%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Other

15

2.64%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

11

1.94%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Winches

7

1.23%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

31

5.46%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

72

12.68%

Grand Total

568

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by St Albans Appliances
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Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by St Albans crews on the
Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this
table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents they
attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the St Albans appliance or a
supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been used in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters, Spreaders, Rams, etc.) which were used on 33.10% of occasions when equipment
was required.
The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:









Thermal Imaging Camera
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Defibrillator
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
First Aid Other
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 42.08% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by St Albans.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table was
a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance or
another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Community Safety & Business Safety
Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

4

0

RTC

55

2

SPECIAL SERVICE

49

6

VEHICLE FIRES

0

1

108

9

Incidents Types

Grand Total

Explanations and Definitions
Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 108 recorded casualties at
incidents that occurred within the St Albans administrative area, 96.30% of all casualties occurred at RTC or
Special Service Incidents
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were nine recorded fatalities at
incidents attended by St Albans crews; 2 were as a result of RTC’s, 6 at Special Service incidents and 1 at a
Vehicle Fire.
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St Albans Demographics

Explanations and definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

G

C

F

E

D

24.99%

20.17%

11.77%

11.13%

10.57%

14455

11666

6810

6441

6116

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
White Gypsy or Traveller
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White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

St Albans

St Albans
District

Herts

England

77.18

81.15

80.82

79.75

1.93

1.79

1.55

0.98

0.1527

0.1173

0.1030

0.1036

6.43

5.37

5.11

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census returns
which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as possible
to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as declared in the
2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures should be taken as a
guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

4.58

0.86

0.72

0.80

0.78

0.28

0.28

0.29

0.30

1.19

1.06

0.78

0.63

0.77

0.71

0.60

0.53

1.67

1.57

2.58

2.63

G

1.26

0.82

1.10

2.10

H

2.91

1.87

0.50

0.82

0.93

0.82

0.76

0.72

1.53

1.33

1.56

Rural
Reality
Aspiring
Homemakers

I

Urban
Cohesion

J

Rental
Hubs

K

Modest
Transitions

1.55

0.98

0.86

1.77

1.84

0.89

0.65

0.78

1.11

0.26

0.19

0.27

0.52

0.42

0.33

0.21

0.42

0.38

0.37

0.42

0.62

L
M

Transient
Renters
Family
Basics

N

Vintage
Value

O

Municipal
Challenge

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home
in a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly
retired couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after
residential neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in
higher managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have
been settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their
own homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are
long-settled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes

St Albans

Station and Crewing Information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

Number

29,477

74,300

14

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.
In the period measured St Albans managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fires on 97% of the
occasions they were mobilised.
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St Albans

Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

This figure represents the total number of premises within the St Albans administrative area that are have been
categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected and have site
specific risk information attached to them.

97%

Average Response Time (Critical Incidents)
Data for response times was obtained from incident data held within the VISION mobilising system.
Current Establishment Figure v Actual
At the time of producing this evidential report the establishment at St Albans was set at 48 persons.
HFRS ESTABLISHMENT
FIGURE

ACTUAL STATION
ESTABLISHMENT
(as at 31/05/2018)

WATCH COMMANDERS

4

4

CREW COMMANDERS

8

8

FIREFIGHTERS

36

36

Total

48

48

OPERATIONAL ROLES
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TYPE OF COSTS
TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM
TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

Station Budget
An annual average of the costs associated with the station is shown, due to the change in duty system from
Wholetime Shift to Day Crewing Plus, this has been worked out using the annual costs from to 2016/17 and
2017/18 They provide in detail an account for each of the descriptors listed. Salaries include on-costs (pension
contributions, National Insurance) and are based on the following:

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£2,051,252.19

£2,031,719.21

£2,078,695.01

£167,955.34

£155,806.68

£143,550.25

£2,219,207.53

£2,187,525.89

£2,222,245.26

Firefighter

£36,171

Crew Manager

£40,195

Watch Manager

£45.054

Note: Staff at this station receive an additional 30% DCP allowance and this station will also include a Station
Commander
The ‘other station related costs’ include the following aspects of expenditure
 Overtime Costs
 Premises Costs
 Transport Costs
 Training
 Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)
Running Costs
The table opposite is a two year historical transaction report displaying the annual running cost for St Albans fire
station the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period. These calculations include costs that are recharged
back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial
Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc. have not been factored in as these figures do not have
an effect on the budget, but should be considered when looking at cost of service

St Albans

Redbourn
Redbourn Administrative Area
Redbourn is a small historic village and civil parish dating back to Saxon times; it is located on Watling
Street to the north of Redbourn and is in close proximity to the M1 Motorway.
The village is primarily residential with some small local businesses and a small industrial area.
Due to its geographical location Redbourn can on occasions be mobilised to assist in surrounding station
areas such as Markyate and Redbourn as well as incidents on the M1 motorway.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents within
the Redbourn administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st March 2018. It
also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the number of
incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the table
below.
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Redbourn Fire Station currently has
one Fire appliance, the station is
crewed by personnel working the
retained duty system (RDS).
The Station is located in the High
Street close to the centre of the
village town and is within the 10
minute attendance standard to all
primary risks within its turnout area.
According to the 2011 census data
the village had a population of
5113, this has increased to an
estimated population of 5188 in
2014.
The village is located within the City
of Redbourn local government
district.

Critical Incident Types

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are linked
to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the Redbourn
area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from surrounding areas or by
staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

35

Non-Critical Incidents
30
Fires in Outdoor Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

25

20

15

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined
10
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This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour of
the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1st April 2015 through to the 31st
March 2018.

5

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated
0
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using the
same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical incidents
have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.

30

This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity throughout
the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its resources in
response to these types of incidents in the future.

25

Summary

20

The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 06:00 and 23:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of critical
incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 18:00hrs (total of 26).

15

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 14:00 and 22:00hrs with a combined peak occurring
between 19:00 and 21:00hrs.
In Redbourn over the three year period, 80% of incidents attended were critical and 20% were non critical, when
carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident attended will be
examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is considered as part of any
future response model.

10

5

0
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Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions
The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18.

2015-2016
Appliance Number

GH12P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

39

37.50%

65

62.50%

104

2016-2017
Appliance Number
GH12P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

31

31.63%

67

68.37%

98

2017-2018
Appliance Number

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

GH12P1

41

36.61%

71

63.39%

112

Total

111

35.35%

203

64.65%

314
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Station
Ground

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each appliance
including occasions when appliances from Redbourn attend incidents in other locations in Herts or where HFRS
has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the number
of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional mobilisations
over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include standbys to other
stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on another stations area,
relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st March
2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This data
relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is checked
and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types

Incidents within Redbourn
administration area

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

16

18

22

18.7

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

37

29

37

34.3

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

0

0

0

0

FIRE CHIMNEY

0

1

2

1.5

FIRE PRIMARY

11

6

12

9.7

FIRE SECONDARY

11

13

22

15.3

RTC

22

24

25

23.7

SPECIAL SERVICE

11

8

14

11.0

VEHICLE FIRES

15

13

9

12.3

Grand Total

123

112

143

126.0

False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident did
not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet the
criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
Summary of incident types attended
The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 159 or 42.06% followed by
Special service calls at 33 or 8.73% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 75 or 19.84%. RTC’s equate
to 71 or 18.78% and vehicle fires 37 or 9.79%.
67.12% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 10.10% of calls are Primary fires and 11.11% of
calls are secondary fires.

Firefighting Methodology
Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Redbourn Appliances

Explanations and Definitions
GH12P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

2

4.26%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

CUTTING AWAY

0

0.00%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

5

10.64%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

Table 1 - Primary Fires

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

17

36.17%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

5

10.64%

NO FIREFIGHTING

15

31.91%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

2

4.26%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - DOMESTIC SUPPLY

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

1

2.13%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

47

100.00%

GH12P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

1

3.33%

BURNED OUT

1

3.33%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

0

0.00%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

17

56.67%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

2

6.67%

NO FIREFIGHTING

2

6.67%

SMOTHERING

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

7

23.33%

Grand Total

30

100.00%

GH12P1

Percentage

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

0

0.00%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FOAM
FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

16

84.21%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

1

5.26%

NO FIREFIGHTING

2

10.53%

SPECIALIST EXTINGUISHING AGENTS USED IN BULK

0

0.00%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

19

100.00%
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FOAM EXTINGUISHER

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Redbourn Appliances

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Redbourn Appliances

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Redbourn crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried on
a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet
would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water sources such as
a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 46.81% of all primary fires attended were extinguished using a
combination of these methods.
In contrast 36.17% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliance
attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by Redbourn crews to extinguish
Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet the
criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high risk
incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 63.33% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished using
a hosereel or main jet, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other
external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 6.67% of secondary fires did not require any
extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliance attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by Redbourn crews to extinguish
Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 89.47% of all vehicle fires attended by crews from Redbourn
were extinguished using a combination of hosereels or a main jet, with the vast majority (86.67%) being
extinguished using a hosereel. 10.53% of vehicle fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from
the Fire Appliance attending.

RTC Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions
Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Detection/Location Equipment - Thermal Imaging camera

1

1.72%

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

6

10.34%

Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment

3

5.17%

First aid - Other

4

6.90%

First aid - Oxygen

8

13.79%

First aid - Spinal board

4

6.90%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

4

6.90%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Combi tools

1

1.72%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

14

24.14%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Other

1

1.72%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

2

3.45%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Winches

1

1.72%

RPE - Oxygen BA

1

1.72%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

4

6.90%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

3

5.17%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–lowpressure

1

1.72%

Grand Total

58

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Redbourn Appliances

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Redbourn crews on the
Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table
is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents they
attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate and
detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Redbourn appliance or a
supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been used in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters, Spreaders, Rams, etc.) which were used on 32.76% (19 times in total) of occasions
when equipment was required.
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The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:









Thermal Imaging Camera
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Defibrillator
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
First Aid Other
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 48.28% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Redbourn.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table was
a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance or
another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions
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Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

0

0

RTC

35

1

SPECIAL SERVICE

3

0

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

Grand Total

38

1

Incidents Types

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 108 recorded casualties at
incidents that occurred within the Redbourn administrative area, 100% of all casualties occurred at RTC or
Special Service Incidents
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there was 1 recorded fatalitie at incidents
attended by Redbourn crew; 1 as a result of RTC
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Redbourn Demographics

Explanations and definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS

D

C

F

B

E

% of population

34%

16.7%

13.5%

9.9%

6.7%

Number of Households

893

439

355

260

176

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
White Gypsy or Traveller
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White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

Redbourn

St Albans
District

Herts

England

90.98

81.15%

80.82

79.75

1.21

1.79%

1.55

0.98

0.0807

0.1173%

0.1030

0.1036

3.07

5.37%

5.11

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.
Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census returns
which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as possible
to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as declared in the
2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures should be taken as a
guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

4.58

0.48

0.72%

0.80

0.78

0.08

0.28%

0.29

0.30

0.61

1.06%

0.78

0.63

0.42

0.71%

0.60

0.53

1.35

1.57%

2.58

2.63

G

0.06

0.82%

1.10

2.10

H

0.34

1.87%

0.50

0.82

0.18

0.82%

0.76

0.72

0.46

1.33%

1.56

Rural
Reality
Aspiring
Homemakers

I

Urban
Cohesion

J

Rental
Hubs

K

Modest
Transitions

1.55

0.14

0.86%

1.77

1.84

0.1

0.65%

0.78

1.11

0.2

0.19%

0.27

0.52

0.1

0.33%

0.21

0.42

0.14

0.37%

0.42

0.62

L
M

Transient
Renters
Family
Basics

N

Vintage
Value

O

Municipal
Challenge

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home
in a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly
retired couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after
residential neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in
higher managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have
been settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their
own homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are
long-settled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes

Redbourn

Station and Crewing Information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

Number

2109

5113

0

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.
Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)
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Redbourn

This figure represents the total number of premises within the Redbourn administrative area that are have been
categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected and have site
specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a retained station such as Redbourn the premises will
normally be inspected by the nearest wholetime station, however the local crew will familiarise themselves with
SSRI premises on an annual basis to ensure they are conversant with localised risk.

Unavailable - GH12P1
300
250

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

RDS Availability

0%

In 2017/18 the appliance at Redbourn was unavailable on 1531 occasions; this can be for a number of reasons
such as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some periods of
unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

200
150

Unavailable GH12P1

100
50

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when the
appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep detailed
records of such trends.
Station Budget

0

The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for Redbourn
Fire Station, the figures were provided by the `HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.
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These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property
Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc.
have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered when
looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:

TYPE OF COSTS

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

£73,318.91

£72,484.81

£68,522.07

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£25,123.97

£16,846.98

£15,746.50

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£98,442.88

£89,331.79

£84,268.57







Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Redbourn

Wheathampstead
Wheathampstead Administrative Area
Wheathampstead is a small village centrally located in the county on the River Lea; it is served by St Albans
City & District Council.
The village is primarily residential with a small historic high street which is home to a number of local shops
is located to the west of Welwyn Garden City and approximately four miles to the north of St Albans.
Due to its geographical location Wheathampstead crews are used to support larger scale incidents if they
occur in Harpenden, St Albans and Welwyn Garden City.
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Wheathampstead
Fire
Station
currently has one Fire appliance,
the station is crewed by personnel
working the retained duty system
(RDS).
The Station is located in Marford
Road close to the centre of the
village; it is within the 10 minute
attendance standard to all primary
risks within its turnout area and has
good access into St Albans and
Welwyn Garden City.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents within
Welwyn’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st March 2018. It
also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the number of
incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the table
below.
Critical Incident Types

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area

In the St Albans Council core
strategy; there are no large scale
developments planned for the area
in the foreseeable future.

The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the
Wheathampstead area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from
surrounding areas or by staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Wheathampstead

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

16

Non-Critical Incidents

14

Fires in Outdoor
Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

12
10
8

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined

6
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4

This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour
of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015 through to
the 31st March 2018.

2

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated

0

The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).

00 01 02 03 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical incidents
have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.

Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

14

This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity throughout
the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its resources in
response to these types of incidents in the future.
Summary

12

The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 17:00 and 21:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of critical
incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 21:00hrs (total of 12).

10

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 17:00 and 22:00hrs with a combined peak,
however it should be noted that the combined total over the three year period is low with a total of 33 incidents
at peak time.

8
6

In Wheathampstead over the three year period, 80% of incidents attended were critical and 20% were non
critical.

4

When carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident
attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is
considered as part of any future response model.

2
0
00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Wheathampstead
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Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions
Wheathampstead

The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
2015-2016
Appliance Number

GH21P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

35

46.05%

41

53.95%

76

2016-2017
Appliance Number
GH21P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

31

39.74%

47

60.26%

78

2017-2018
Appliance Number

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

GH21P1

40

48.78%

42

51.22%

82

Total

106

44.92%

130

55.08%

236

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when the appliance from Wheathampstead attended incidents in other locations
in Herts or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional mobilisations
over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include standbys to other
stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on another stations
area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st March
2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This data
relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
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Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.

Incidents within
Wheathampstead administration
area

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

12

18

10

13.3

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

8

9

8

8.3

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

0

0

1

1.0

FIRE CHIMNEY

1

1

1

1.0

FIRE PRIMARY

12

13

8

11.0

FIRE SECONDARY

7

7

15

9.7

RTC

3

5

3

3.7

SPECIAL SERVICE

6

2

6

4.7

VEHICLE FIRES

1

4

3

2.7

Grand Total

50

59

55

54.7

Incident Types
False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
Summary of incident types attended
The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 66 or 40.24% followed by
Special service calls at 14 or 8.54% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 62 or 37.80%. RTC’s
equate to 11 or 6.71% and vehicle fires 8 or 4.88%.
48.78% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 20.12% of calls are Primary fires and 17.68%
of calls are secondary fires.

Firefighting Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Wheathampstead

Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Wheathampstead
Appliance

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

1

1.54%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

CUTTING AWAY

0

0.00%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

1

1.54%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

FOAM EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

19

29.23%

IMMERSED IN WATER

0

0.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

13

20.00%

NO FIREFIGHTING

20

30.77%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

0

0.00%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

0.00%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

9

13.85%

SMOTHERING

1

1.54%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

1

1.54%

WATER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

Grand Total

65

100.00%

GH21P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

6

22.22%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

13

48.15%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

1

3.70%

NO FIREFIGHTING

2

7.41%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

1

3.70%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

4

14.81%

Grand Total

27

100.00%

GH21P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING
BURNED OUT
DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY
DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER
FOAM
HOSEREEL
MAIN BRANCH OR JET
NO FIREFIGHTING
OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

Grand Total
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GH21P1

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Wheathampstead
Appliance

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Wheathampstead
Appliance

RTC Methodology

Table 1 - Primary Fires

0

0.00%

9

69.23%

3

23.08%

1

7.69%

0

0.00%

13

100.00%

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Wheathampstead crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water sources
such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 50.77% of all primary fires attended were extinguished using a
combination of these methods.
In contrast 32.31% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliance attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Wheathampstead crew to
extinguish Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet the
criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high risk
incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 66.67% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using either hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the
on board water tank or other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 29.63% of
secondary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by Wheathampstead crews to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 92.31% of all vehicle fires attended by crews from
Wheathampstead were extinguished using a hosereel. 7.69% of vehicle fires did not require any extinguishing
media or equipment from the Fire Appliance attending.

Explanations and Definitions
Wheathampstead

Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions

Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

1

5.88%

First aid - Other

4

23.53%

First aid - Oxygen

2

11.76%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

2

11.76%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

3

17.65%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

3

17.65%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

2

11.76%

Grand Total

17

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Wheathampstead
Appliances

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Wheathampstead crews on
the Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this
table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents they
attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Wheathampstead
appliance or a supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been included in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters/Spreaders, Rams, etc.) which was used on 17.65% of occasions (3 times in total)
when equipment was required.
The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:
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Thermal Imaging Camera
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Defibrillator
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
First Aid Other
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 64.71% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Wheathampstead however it should be recognised that some of this equipment is used in
conjunction with some of the heavier equipment.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table was
a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance or
another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions

Wheathampstead

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 10 recorded casualties at incidents
that occurred within the Wheathampstead administrative area, 80.00% of all casualties occurred at RTC or
Special Service Incidents
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there was no recorded fatalities at incidents
attended by Wheathampstead crews.

Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

1

0

RTC

3

0

SPECIAL SERVICE

1

0

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

Grand Total

5

0

Incidents Types
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Wheathampstead

Wheathampstead Demographics

Explanations and Definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data
MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
White Gypsy or Traveller
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White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

B

D

F

M

H

48.3%

14.39%

9.78%

7.33%

3.78%

1279

381

259

194

100

90.88

St Albans
District
81.15

1.37
0.1160

Wheathampstead

Herts

Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.

80.82

79.75

1.79

1.55

0.98

0.1173

0.1030

0.1036

5.37

5.11

4.58

0.70

0.72

0.80

0.78

0.23

0.28

0.29

0.30

0.70

1.06

0.78

0.63

0.16

0.71

0.60

0.53

0.37

1.57

2.58

2.63

0.09

0.82
1.87

1.10
0.50

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

G

Rural
Reality

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

I

Urban
Cohesion

England

2.90

0.19

Group

2.10
0.82

0.28

0.82

0.76

0.72

0.30

1.33

1.56

1.55

J

Rental
Hubs

0.88

0.86

1.77

1.84

K

Modest
Transitions

0.37

0.65

0.78

1.11

L

Transient
Renters

0.26

0.19

0.27

0.52

M

Family
Basics

0.14

0.33

0.21

0.42
N

Vintage
Value

O

Municipal
Challenge

0.09

0.37

0.42

0.62

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Wheathampstead

Station and Crewing information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.

Number

2,648

6,410

0

In the period measured Wheathampstead managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fires on 20%
of the occasions they were mobilised.

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)
20%
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This figure represents the total number of premises within the Wheathampstead administrative area that are
have been categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected
and have site specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a retained station such as
Wheathampstead the premises will normally be inspected by the nearest wholetime station, however the local
crew will familiarise themselves with SSRI premises on an annual basis to ensure they are conversant with
localised risk.

Unavailable - GH21P1
160
140
120

RDS Availability

100

In 2017/18 the appliance at Wheathampstead was unavailable on 741 occasions; this can be for a number of
reasons such as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some
periods of unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

80

Unavailable GH21P1

60
40

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when the
appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep
detailed records of such trends.

20
0

Station Budget
The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for
Wheathampstead Fire Station, the figures were provided by the HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.
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TYPE OF COSTS
TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£69,131.75

£62,321.99

£63,353.35

These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property
Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc.
have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered
when looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£15,888.25

£17,375.96

£13,359.18

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£85,020.00

£79,697.95

£76,712.53

Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Wheathampstead

Harpenden
Harpenden Administrative Area
Harpenden is a commuter town centrally located in the county; it is served by St Albans City & District
Council.
The town has a busy high street and is home to many shops, Harpenden is also the home of Rothamsted
Manor and Rothamsted Research (the Institute of Arable Crops Research) which is a leading UK centre for
agricultural research.
Harpenden is primarily residential; it is located to the north of St Albans, due to its geographical location the
crew are often used to support larger scale incidents if they occur in St Albans, Wheathampstead, Redbourn
and Markyate.
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Harpenden Fire Station currently
has one Fire appliance, the station
is crewed by personnel working the
retained duty system (RDS).
The Station is located in Leyton
Road close to the centre of the
town; it is within the 10 minute
attendance standard to all primary
risks within its turnout area and has
good access into St Albans and and
the surrounding areas.
In the St Albans Council core
strategy; there are no major large
scale developments planned for the
area in the foreseeable future.

Explanations and Definitions
Critical Incident Map
The ‘heat map’ (opposite) provides a visual indication of the total number and location of critical incidents within
Welwyn’s administrative area that were attended by HFRS crews between 1st April 2015 to 31st March 2018. It
also indicates the location of the Fire Station is situated within the key risk area in relation to the number of
incidents attended.
The incident types involved are listed in the table below, it should be noted that some of these incidents may
overlay one another or on a number of occasions may have been attended by additional resources from other
stations, however, this map provides an appreciation of activity given from the incident types detailed in the table
below.
Critical Incident Types

Dwelling Fires

Other Residential
Fires

All Non- Residential
fires

Transport Fires

Grassland, Woodland
& Crop Fires

Outdoor Equipment &
Machinery Fires

Road Traffic
Collisions

Other Transport
Incidents

Rescue or
Evacuation from
Water

Other Rescue or
Release of Persons

Hazmat Incidents

Suicide Attempts

Assisting Other
Emergency Services
or Agencies

Station Administrative Area
The introduction and use of the Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a
significant impact on HFRS mobilisation strategy and has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station
turnout area (station ground), as a result the nearest and/or most appropriate resources are mobilised to every
incident HFRS attend regardless of location.
Community Safety and Community Resilience Activities remain a key area for the station personnel and are
linked to the administrative areas previously referred to as the ‘station ground’.
It should be noted that Safe and Well Visits in the home, Risk Based Business Inspection visits and other fire
safety incentives will all continue play a part in mitigating risk for residents and businesses within the Harpenden
area, however most of this work will be covered by operational wholetime crews from surrounding areas or by
staff from prevention and protection.
Station borders are often determined by Borough, District, Town and Parish Council boundaries and these will
remain in place from a collective Community Response, Fire Safety and Resilience perspective however any
operational response to incidents occurring in this area will be made from the nearest and most appropriate
resource available at the time of call.

Station Ground (based on the Administration Station Area)

Harpenden

Incident Profile Graphs
Total Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Total

Explanations and Definitions
Data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
Incidents defined as non-critical on the graphs opposite include the following IRS descriptors:

35

Non-Critical Incidents

30

Fires in Outdoor
Structures

Floodings
(Non-Life Risk)

Animal Assistance
Incidents

Spills & Leaks
(non RTC or HAZMAT)

Making Safe
(Non RTC)

25

Lift Releases

Effecting an
Entry or Exit

Removal of Objects from
People

Evacuation (No Fire)

Water Provision

20

Advice Only

Standbys

No Action (Not False
Alarm)

15

Graph One - Critical and Non- Critical Incidents Combined
This graph demonstrates the combined total of critical and non-critical incidents that occurred during each hour
of the day or night. The data used to produce this graph was for a 3 year period from 1 st April 2015 through to
the 31st March 2018.

10
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5

Graph Two - Critical and Non-Critical Incidents Separated

0
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The second graph provides a comparative between critical and non-critical incidents by the time of day, (using
the same date range as defined in the tables above).
The background data supporting the two graphs enable HFRS to analyse when critical and non-critical incidents
have occurred during the last three years and are most likely to occur in the future.

Number of Critical and Non-Critical Incidents by Hour
Critical Incidents

Non-Critical Incidents

25

This information not only provides a visual indication of the peaks and troughs in operational activity throughout
the 24 hour period, it will also be used as a trend analysis to enable HFRS to plan how it utilises its resources in
response to these types of incidents in the future.
Summary

20

The data and graphs for the chosen period demonstrate that the peak periods for critical incidents to occur are
between the hours of 08:00 and 21:00 hrs, however it also should be noted that the maximum number of critical
incidents occurring in any one hour period across the three year period is at 19:00hrs (total of 23).

15

The peak times for non-critical incidents to occur are between 15:00 and 18:00hrs with a combined peak,
however it should be noted that the combined total over the three year period is low with a total of 34 incidents
at peak time.

10

In Harpenden over the three year period, 75% of incidents attended were critical and 25% were non critical.
When carrying out detailed analysis of the data from the Incident Recording System (IRS) each incident
attended will be examined to ensure that the severity of the incidents attended during each time period is
considered as part of any future response model.

5

0
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Harpenden
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Turnouts and Incidents

Explanations and Definitions

Harpenden

The data used within this section refers to the financial years 2015/16 2016/17 and 2017/18.
2015-2016
Appliance Number

GH22P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

101

73.72%

36

26.28%

137

2016-2017
Appliance Number
GH22P1

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

101

64.33%

56

35.67%

157

2017-2018
Appliance Number

Station
Ground

Station
Ground %

Other
Locations

Other Locations
%

Total
Turnouts

GH22P1

84

67.74%

40

32.26%

124

Total

286

68.42%

132

31.58%

418

Vehicle Mobilisation Data - This has been sourced from the VISION mobilising system and includes
deployments and standbys for each vehicle. Vehicle mobilisation data incorporates all turnouts for each
appliance including occasions when the appliance from Harpenden attended incidents in other locations in Herts
or where HFRS has received a request to assist at incidents over the border.
It is therefore important to recognise that the number of turnouts for the station will always outnumber the
number of incidents with the stations administrative area.
Station Turnout Data - There is often a disparity in the number of incidents supplied by Digital Services
compared to those recorded on station. The number of recorded turnouts often includes additional mobilisations
over and above those recorded on the IRS for that particular stations area. This will include standbys to other
stations, appliances attending as part of a Pre-Determined Attendance or as a make up on another stations
area, relief crew arrangements and over the border incidents.
Incident data - This is based on the number of incidents recorded on IRS between 1st April 2015 and 31st March
2018. This information informs and supports the risk profile of specific areas throughout the county. This data
relies on the correct information being recorded in incident reports for it to be accurate and reliable and is
checked and corrected by Digital Services prior to being used for HFRS planning assumptions.
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Automatic Vehicle Location System (AVLS) - The introduction and use of the HFRS Automatic Vehicle
Location System (AVLS) has over the past few years had a significant impact on our mobilisation strategy and
has effectively removed the need for a rigid/fixed station turnout area (station ground).
AVLS enables HFRS to mobilise the nearest and most appropriate resource to every incident and as a result
historical data suggests that the use of AVLS has helped to improve some response times.
Incident Types
2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

Average
Incidents
Attended

FALSE ALARM AFA

28

34

43

35.0

FALSE ALARM GOOD INTENT

22

25

33

26.7

FALSE ALARM MALICIOUS

1

1

0

1.0

FIRE CHIMNEY

0

0

1

1.0

FIRE PRIMARY

17

25

18

20.0

FIRE SECONDARY

10

8

9

9.0

False Alarm AFA - Is defined as an unwanted fire signal.
False Alarm Good Intent - Call made in good faith where it was believed by the caller that there was a fire
requiring HFRS attendance but on arrival there was no fire situation
False Alarm Malicious - Where a caller stated that HFRS resources were required but on arrival the incident
did not exist.
Fire Chimney - Calls to chimney fires at either domestic or commercial premises.
Fire Primary - This category counts fires in domestic or commercial buildings and includes any fires involving
casualties, or where people were rescued or led to safety.
Fire Secondary - This includes all fires that did not occur in a domestic or commercial building or did not meet
the criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues.
RTC - An incident attended by HFRS resources and recorded in the IRS as a road traffic collision.
Special Service - Attendance at ‘non fire’ incidents which requires the attendance of an appliance or officer.
Vehicle Fires - Attendance at fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.

RTC

1

3

1

1.7

Summary of incident types attended

SPECIAL SERVICE

29

26

31

28.7

VEHICLE FIRES

2

4

3

3.0

110

126

139

125.0

Incidents within Harpenden
administration area

Grand Total

The most frequent call types are false alarms (AFA, good intent and malicious) at 187 or 49.87% followed by
Special service calls at 86 or 22.93% and then fires (primary and secondary) totalling 87 or 23.20%. RTC’s
equate to 5 or 1.33% and vehicle fires 9 or 2.40%.
72.80% of all calls are either false alarms or special service calls. 16% of calls are Primary fires and 7.20% of
calls are secondary fires.

Firefighting Methodology

Explanations and Definitions
Harpenden

Firefighting Methods Employed at Primary Fires attended by Harpenden Appliance

GH22P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

2

2.50%

CO2 EXTINGUISHER

2

2.50%

CUTTING AWAY

0

0.00%

DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY

2

2.50%

DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

FOAM EXTINGUISHER

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

24

30.00%

IMMERSED IN WATER

0

0.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

8

10.00%

NO FIREFIGHTING

31

38.75%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

0

0.00%

OTHER SMALL MEANS

0

0.00%

REMOVAL OF OR FROM HEAT SOURCE

5

6.25%

SMOTHERING

1

1.25%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

5

6.25%

0

0.00%

Grand Total

80

100.00%

GH22P1

Percentage

BEATING OR STAMPING

0

0.00%

BURNED OUT

2

5.71%
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WATER EXTINGUISHER

Firefighting Methods Employed at Secondary Fires attended by Harpenden Appliance

FIXED HOSEREEL

0

0.00%

HOSEREEL

21

60.00%

MAIN BRANCH OR JET

3

8.57%

NO FIREFIGHTING

3

8.57%

OTHER METHODS INCL PPV

1

2.86%

WATER - FROM BUCKET OR CONTAINERS INCL BACKPACK SPRAYER

5

14.29%

Grand Total

35

100.00%

GH22P1

Percentage

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

19

82.61%

2

8.70%

2

8.70%

Firefighting Methods Employed at Vehicle Fires attended by Harpenden Appliance

BEATING OR STAMPING
BURNED OUT
DISCONNECTION OF FUEL SUPPLY
DRY POWDER EXTINGUISHER
FOAM
HOSEREEL
MAIN BRANCH OR JET
NO FIREFIGHTING
OTHER METHODS INCL PPV
Grand Total

RTC Methodology

0

0.00%

23

100.00%

Table 1 - Primary Fires
Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by the crews on the Incident
Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this table is
intended to demonstrate the various methods used by Harpenden crews to extinguish Primary Fires.
This category counts primary fires in domestic or commercial buildings and any fires involving casualties, or
where people were rescued or led to safety.
There are three common categories of extinguishing media listed in the table that describe equipment carried
on a modern day Fire Appliance, namely a dry powder extinguisher, hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or
main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank or other external water sources
such as a hydrant or open water supply.
The data contained within this table suggest that 48.75% of all primary fires attended were extinguished using a
combination of these methods.
In contrast 41.25% of primary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire
Appliance attending.
Table 2 – Secondary Fires
Data contained within Table 2 (opposite) was sourced from the same data set and date range as above.
The content of this table is intended to demonstrate the methods used by the Harpenden crew to extinguish
Secondary Fires in contrast to those used to tackle Primary Fires.
This category counts secondary fires that did not occur in domestic or commercial buildings or did not meet the
criteria for a primary fire in terms of casualties or rescues and in most cases are smaller and not as high risk
incidents.
The data contained within this table suggest that 82.86% of all secondary fires attended were extinguished
using either hosereel or a main jet. The hosereel or main jet would be supplemented by a water supply from the
on board water tank or other external water sources such as a hydrant or open water supply. 14.29% of
secondary fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment from the Fire Appliances attending.
Table 3 – Vehicle Fires
The content of Table 3 (opposite) is intended to demonstrate the methods used by Harpenden crews to
extinguish Vehicle Fires.
Vehicle fires are described as fires involving light or heavy goods vehicles or agricultural vehicles.
The data contained within this table indicate that 91.30% of all vehicle fires attended by crews from Harpenden
were extinguished using a hosereel. 8.70% of vehicle fires did not require any extinguishing media or equipment
from the Fire Appliance attending.

Explanations and Definitions
Harpenden

Table 4 – Equipment Used at Road Traffic Collisions

Total Number of
Occasions
Equipment Used

Percentage

Detection/Location Equipment - Other
Electric saws/Cutters - Electric saws/Cutters

1

2.70%

3

8.11%

Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment

2

5.41%

First aid - Other

1

2.70%

First aid - Oxygen

5

13.51%

First aid - Spinal board

3

8.11%

Forcible Entry Tools - Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers

4

10.81%

Ladders - Triple/Short extension ladder

1

2.70%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Cutters/Spreaders

8

21.62%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Other

1

2.70%

Lifting & Hydraulic - Rams

1

2.70%

Small Tools - Shovels/Forks/Brooms/Chimney Rods

4

10.81%

Water Delivery - Hosereel–highpressure

3

8.11%

Grand Total

37

100.00%

Equipment used at RTC’s attended by Harpenden Appliances

Data contained within Table 1 (opposite) was sourced from information entered by Harpenden crews on the
Incident Recording System. (IRS) during the period 1st April 2015 until 31st March 2018, the content of this
table is intended to demonstrate the different equipment used to deal with road traffic collisions at incidents they
attended.
It should be noted that the information in the table opposite is entirely reliant on the person entering accurate
and detailed information on IRS and that the equipment used may have been from the Harpenden appliance or
a supporting pump if one attended.
The figure in the percentage column measures is the percentage of times any item of equipment was used;
RTC’s where no equipment was used have not been included in this calculation.
The data contained within the table indicates that the most commonly used equipment is the lifting/hydraulic
rescue equipment (Cutters/Spreaders, Rams, etc.) which was used on 27.03% of occasions (11 times in total)
when equipment was required.
The data contained within this table suggest that there are a number of lighter items of equipment that could
have been delivered to the scene by a vehicle other than a fire appliance, namely:
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Thermal Imaging Camera
Environment Agency Anti-Pollution Equipment
First Aid Defibrillator
First Aid Oxygen or Resuscitator
First Aid Spinal Board
First Aid Other
Forcible Entry Tools
Small Hand Tools

This kit listed above was utilised on 51.35% of occasions when equipment was required to be used at an RTC
attended by Harpenden however it should be recognised that some of this equipment is used in conjunction with
some of the heavier equipment.
It should also be noted that the common category of extinguishing media listed in the RTC equipment table was
a hosereel, this would be supplemented by a water supply from the on board water tank of the appliance or
another external water source such as a hydrant or an open water supply.

Community Safety & Business Safety

Explanations and Definitions

Harpenden

Casualties
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there were 10 recorded casualties at incidents
that occurred within the Harpenden administrative area, 100.00% of all casualties occurred at RTC or Special
Service Incidents
Fatalities
In the 3 year period between 1st April 2015 and 31st March 2018, there was 2 recorded fatalities at incidents
attended by Cheshunt crews; 1 Fire Primary incidents 1 within a Flat Maisonette and 1 at a Special Service
incident.

Total Number of
Casualties Recorded on IRS

Total Number of Fatalities
Recorded on IRS

FIRE PRIMARY

0

1

RTC

2

0

SPECIAL SERVICE

5

1

VEHICLE FIRES

0

0

Grand Total

7

2

Incidents Types
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Harpenden

Harpenden Demographics

Explanations and Definitions
MOSAIC & Ethnicity Data

Station Area Mosaic Data
DOMINANT MOSAIC GROUPS
% of population
Number of Households

B

D

J

F

N

50.61%

18.48%

9.09%

7.10%

3.17%

5976

2182

1073

838

374

Ethnic Group Percentage %
White British
White Irish
White Gypsy or Traveller
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White (Other)
Mixed White & Black Caribbean
Mixed White & Black African
Mixed White & Asian
Mixed or multiple ethnic group
Asian or Asian British: Indian
Asian or Asian British: Pakistani
Asian or Asian British: Bangladeshi
Asian or Asian British: Chinese
Asian or Asian British: Other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Caribbean
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British: Other
Other Ethnic Group: Arab
Any Other Ethnic Group

87.08

St Albans
District
81.15

80.82

79.75

1.46

1.79

1.55

0.98

0.0134

0.1173

0.1030

0.1036

Harpenden

Herts

5.37

5.11

4.58

0.40

0.72

0.80

0.78

0.27

0.28

0.29

0.30

0.89

1.06

0.78

0.63

0.61

0.71

0.60

0.53

1.12

1.57

2.58

2.63

0.38

0.82
1.87

1.10
0.50

Ethnicity data displayed in the table opposite was sourced from Office of National Statistics 2011 census
returns which are mapped to council wards. This data has been mapped to HFRS station areas as closely as
possible to obtain an estimated percentage of each ethnic group against the population of each ward, as
declared in the 2011 census. As the wards and station area boundaries are not co-terminus, these figures
should be taken as a guide to the ethnic breakdown in an area only.
Group

Name

A

Country
Living

B

Prestige
Positions

C

City
Prosperity

D

Domestic
Success

E

Suburban
Stability

F

Senior
Security

G

Rural
Reality

H

Aspiring
Homemakers

I

Urban
Cohesion

England

4.54

0.43

MOSAIC demographic data classification provides a detailed and accurate understanding of Hertfordshire
demographics, lifestyles and behaviours. This data is analysed and divided into the socio-economic groups
detailed in the table below. MOSAIC enables HFRS to identify and target high risk groups and prioritise our
prevention activity within our communities.

2.10
0.82

0.76

0.82

0.76

0.72

0.62

1.33

1.56

1.55

J

Rental
Hubs

0.69

0.86

1.77

1.84

K

Modest
Transitions

0.24

0.65

0.78

1.11

L

Transient
Renters

0.08

0.19

0.27

0.52

M

Family
Basics

0.13

0.33

0.21

0.42
N

Vintage
Value

O

Municipal
Challenge

0.28

0.37

0.42

0.62

Description
Well-off homeowners who live in the countryside often beyond easy commuting reach of major
towns/cities. Some are landowners or farmers, others run small businesses from home, some are
retired and others commute distances to professional jobs.
Affluent married couples whose careers have afforded them financial security and a spacious home in
a prestigious and established residential area. While some are mature empty-nesters or elderly retired
couples, others are still supporting their teenage or older children.
City Prosperity work in high status positions. Commanding substantial salaries they are able to afford
expensive urban homes. They are well educated, work predominantly in London, with many in
locations a short commute away.
High-earning families who live affluent lifestyles in upmarket homes situated in sought after residential
neighbourhoods. Their busy lives revolve around their children and successful careers in higher
managerial and professional roles.
Typically mature couples or families, some enjoying recent empty-nest status and others with older
children still at home. They live in mid-range family homes in traditional suburbs where they have been
settled for many years.
Elderly singles and couples who are still living independently in comfortable homes that they own.
Property equity gives them a reassuring level of financial security. This group includes people who
have remained in family homes after their children have left, and those who have chosen to downsize
to live among others of similar ages and lifestyles.
People who live in rural communities and generally own relatively low cost homes. Their moderate
incomes come mostly from employment with local firms or from running their own small business.
Aspiring Homemakers are younger households who have, often, only recently set up home. They
usually own their homes in private suburbs, which they have chosen to fit their budget.
Settled extended families and older people living in multi-cultural suburbs. Most have bought their own
homes and have been settled in these neighbourhoods for many years, enjoying the sense of
community they feel there.
Predominantly young, single people in their 20s and 30s who live in urban locations and rent their
homes from private landlords while in the early stages of their careers, or pursuing studies.
Older people living in inexpensive homes that they own, often with the mortgage nearly paid off. Both
incomes and qualifications are modest, but most enjoy a reasonable standard of living. They are longsettled residents having lived in their neighbourhoods for many years.
Single people who pay modest rents for low cost homes. Mainly younger people, they are highly
transient, often living in a property for only a short length of time before moving on.
Families with children who have limited budgets and can struggle to make ends meet. Their homes
are low cost and are often found in areas with fewer employment options.
Elderly people who mostly live alone, either in social or private housing, often built with the elderly in
mind. Levels of independence vary, but with health needs growing and incomes declining, many
require an increasing amount of support.
long-term social renters living in low-value multi-storey flats in urban locations, or small terraces on
outlying estates. These are challenged neighbourhoods with limited employment options and
correspondingly low household incomes.

Harpenden

Station and Crewing information

Explanations and Definitions
Premise type

PREMISES TYPE

RESIDENTIAL

POPULATION

NUMBER OF PREMISES THAT HAVE
SITE SPECIFICE RISK INFORMATION
ASSIGNED TO THEM

The number of residential premises within the station administrative boundary, sourced from HCC’s mid-year
population estimates from 2014.

Number

11,807

29,900

4

In the period measured Harpenden managed to meet the attendance standard to primary fires on 46% of the
occasions they were mobilised.

PERCENTAGE OF PRIMARY FIRES ATTENDED WITHIN
THE 10 MIN ATTENDANCE STANDARD

Site Specific Risk Information (SSRI’s)
57%
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300

This figure represents the total number of premises within the Harpenden administrative area that are have
been categorised as a high risk to firefighter and public safety, these premises are regularly inspected and
have site specific risk information attached to them. In the case of a retained station such as Harpenden the
premises will normally be inspected by the nearest wholetime station, however the local crew will familiarise
themselves with SSRI premises on an annual basis to ensure they are conversant with localised risk.

250

RDS Availability

200

In 2017/18 the appliance at Harpenden was unavailable on 1387 occasions; this can be for a number of
reasons such as: shortage of crew, no officer in charge, no driver available etc. It should be noted that some
periods of unavailability can be for short periods and some may occur during the same day.

Unavailable - GH22P1

150

Unavailable GH22P1

100
50
0

The graph opposite is an example of the type of analysis carried out by HFRS to identify trends as to when the
appliance is most and least available, HFRS analyse availability by the hour, day of the week and keep
detailed records of such trends.
Station Budget
The table opposite is a three year historical transaction report displaying the annual running costs for
Harpenden Fire Station, the figures were provided by the HCC Finance Department.
Costs have been broken down into overall running costs and property costs that have been covered by the
Community Protection Budget over the three year period.
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TYPE OF COSTS
TOTAL RUNNING COSTS PER ANNUM
(Excluding Property)

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

£97,231.55

£88,735.68

£83,278.70

These calculations include costs that are recharged back to CPD as Service Property Costs (from the Property
Department) but costs attributed to Central Financial Account charges such as Depreciation, Revaluations etc.
have not been factored in as these figures do not have an effect on the budget, but should be considered
when looking at cost of service
Other costs that have been factored into the figures are:

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD PROPERTY COSTS PER
ANNUM

£49,098.97

£52,204.02

£72,319.75

TOTAL RUNNING COST PER ANNUM

£146,330.52

£140,939.70

£155,598.45

Salaries including on-costs (pension contributions, National Insurance)
Overtime
Transport
Training
Supplies and services (PPE, Equipment etc.…)

Harpenden
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